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„Remmi“ - - - Music-Volume-Remote-Control-Device 

Here it comes - Remote Control without power supply and without battery! 
 
Ideal for all leaders who want to use active speakers or a mixing console! Simply loop in 
between the output of the music source and the input of the mixer or the active speaker - 
plug in the plug of your remote cable - and off you go! 
 
 

 
 

 
Remmi 
 
Remmi is equipped on app. 45x45x20mm 
with a 3.5mm socket for the remote plug of 
the remote cable and with two 3.5mm 
stereo sockets as music input and output.  
Inside, the two stereo channels are merged 
by means of decoupling resistors to a mono 
signal. The amplitude controlled mono signal 
is fed as two identical signals to a stereo 
socket, such that this signal feeds both music 
channels at the mixer's and/or active 
speaker's inputs.   

 

 
 

 
 
 
Remmi Junior 
 
But it can also be even smaller! 
 
Remmi Junior is only 25x25x50mm small - it 
can do the same as its bigger brother. 
Currently Remmi Junior is available in black. 
In very limited quantities and with waiting 
time the Junior will also be available in pink! 

 

 
Order & Prices:  
You can order the Remmi or the Remmi Junior via e-mail: jrw@ecta.de  
Please use REMMI in the subject line so that I can assign it quickly.  
 
There is already a waiting list. Orders are processed in the order in which they are received. 
When it's your turn, you'll get a message asking you to pay including postage - 2 days after 
receipt of payment, Remmi will go on the journey via DHL.  
 
Remmi and Remmi Junior each cost 35,00€ plus shipping. I prefer PayPal payments. Shipping 
costs in EU is 10,00€ uninsured(!)- rest of the world on request. 
 

ATTENTION! The remote does NOT work with the old Hilton remote cables! Please check this 
before! Simply unscrew the cover at the remote connector and push the plastic hose back a 
little. If you see a metal braid as a sheath of a cable, the remote cable is NOT usable with this 
remote control! 
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A few words about packaging: For the sake of the environment, I only use used packaging for 
shipping, i.e. packaging that has already been shipped. Of course, I also do without the 

"pretty" plastic blister packaging. 😊 
 

 
 
Should there be any problems... ...we can talk about anything. I’m testing each Remmi for 
correct function and structure before it is sent out! Should there be any reason for a 
complaint, just let me know and we will find a solution. 
 

 
 

This is the Remote Plug input. 
 

 
 

One of those ist he input, the other one ist he output 
– and it does not matter wich way you connect your 

cabels – Remmi will work either way! 

 

Questions, orders please to: 

 

Juergen R. Weissenborn 

jrw@ecta.de 

 

AGAIN!!  ATTENTION! The remote does NOT work with the old Hilton remote cables! Please 
check this before! Simply unscrew the cover at the remote connector and push the plastic hose 
back a little. If you see a metal braid as a sheath of a cable, the remote cable is NOT usable 
with this remote control! 

 


